Liquid-Crystalline Collapse of Pulmonary Surfactant Monolayers
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ABSTRACT During exhalation, the surfactant film of lipids and proteins that coats the alveoli in the lung is compressed to high surface pressures, and can remain metastable for prolonged periods at pressures approaching 70 mN/m. Monolayers of calf lung surfactant extract (CLSE), however, collapse in vitro, during an initial compression at ~45 mN/m. To gain information on the source of this discrepancy, we investigated how monolayers of CLSE collapse from the interface. Observations with fluorescence, Brewster angle, and light scattering microscopies show that monolayers containing CLSE, CLSE-cholesterol (20%), or binary mixtures of dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine(DPPC)-dihydrocholesterol all form bilayer disks that reside above the monolayer. Upon compression and expansion, lipids flow continuously from the monolayer into the disks, and vice versa. In several respects, the mode of collapse resembles the behavior of other amphiphiles that form smectic liquid-crystal phases. These findings suggest that components of surfactant films must collapse collectively rather than being squeezed out individually.

INTRODUCTION

In the lung, a thin layer of liquid lines the alveolar air spaces (Bastacky et al., 1995), and the surface tension of the resulting air-liquid interface provides an inward pull that tends to cause deflation. A complex mixture of lipids and proteins, synthesized and secreted into the liquid layer by the type II pneumocytes, acts as a surfactant, adsorbing to the interface and reducing surface tension. When compressed by the decreasing alveolar surface area during exhalation, surfactant films in situ reach and sustain for prolonged periods surface pressures approaching 70 mN/m (Horie and Hildebrandt, 1971; Schürch, 1982), thereby minimizing surface tension and stabilizing the alveoli, particularly at small volumes.

This behavior of the surfactant films in situ is exceptional. Interfacial monolayers exist under equilibrium conditions only up to a maximum surface pressure at which they undergo a two-to-three dimensional phase transition commonly known as collapse. Surface films can persist in metastable forms at higher surface pressures, but only if they are sufficiently rigid to resist flow into the third dimension. The quasi-static surface pressure-area isotherm (π-A) for monolayers of pulmonary surfactant, like other films that contain a preponderance of fluid phospholipids, has a broad plateau at a pressure of ~45 mN/m that indicates collapse and that prevents access to higher surface pressures (Crane and Hall, 2001). The markedly different behavior in vitro and in situ indicates that in the lungs, the films undergo some transformation to metastable structures that can avoid collapse (Pik Nova et al., 2002).

A better understanding of the mechanism by which lung surfactant is transformed in vivo may be gained from the details of collapse. Studies of lipid or lipid-protein monolayers at the air-water interface in Langmuir troughs have revealed a variety of processes. In highly compressed monolayers, the modes of collapse include the following: linear folding for cholesterol, cerebrospinal acid, and 2-hydroxytetracosanoic acid (Ries, 1979; Ries and Swift, 1987; Ybert et al., 2002); buckling for charged copolymers (Fontaine et al., 1997), and for distearoyl phosphatidylethanolamine (Saint-Jalmes et al., 1994; Saint-Jalmes and Gallet, 1998); three-dimensional crystal formation for mixtures of cholesterol and dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) (Worthman et al., 1997; Lafont et al., 1998); and nanoscale budding for plain DPPC (Schief et al., 2000a). All of these modes, with the exception of 2-hydroxytetracosanoic acid, involve collapse toward the air. Model films of lung surfactant that contain some of its phospholipids and proteins collapse by still different mechanisms. For example, mixtures of dipalmitoyl phosphatidylglycerol and palmitoyl-oleoyl phosphatidylglycerol with and without the lung surfactant proteins SP-B and SP-C, which form coexisting fluid and condensed monolayer phases, buckle into extended folds toward the water (Lipp et al., 1998; Gopal and Lee, 2001; Takamoto et al., 2001). Mixtures of DPPC, dipalmitoyl phosphatidylglycerol, and SP-C, also in a fluid/condensed phase coexistence, collapse via multilamellar layering at the edges of condensed monolayer domains (Amrein et al., 1997; Kramer et al., 2000).

The diversity of mechanisms by which different monolayers collapse raises the crucial question of which process is...
most relevant to the function of pulmonary surfactant. The complex composition of the biological material makes it difficult to extrapolate from simpler monolayers to the native films. Although a previous study has examined the collapse of porcine surfactant monolayers (Nag et al., 1998), the experiments were unable to provide details about the morphology of the structures formed, nor could they elucidate the mechanism of their formation. We have therefore first carried out a systematic study of collapse in monolayers containing the complete mixture of hydrophobic constituents from calf surfactant. We used Brewster angle microscopy (BAM), light scattering microscopy (LSM), and fluorescence microscopy (FM) to investigate the mechanism by which monolayers of calf lung surfactant extract (CLSE) collapse from the air-water interface. To corroborate our findings and to control for the effects of possible impurities in the biological sample, we then also examined synthetic mixtures of the major surfactant component, DPPC, and an analog of cholesterol, dihydrocholesterol (dchol). We document the similarity of structures formed from the native and model mixtures, the nucleation and growth of the collapsed three-dimensional phase during compression, and its dissolution during expansion. We also characterize the structure, size, and position of the collapsed structures with respect to the monolayer, and provide information on their motion and interactions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

CLSE, prepared by previously published protocols (Notter et al., 1983), was provided by Dr. Edmund Egan of ONY (Amherst, NY). DPPC (1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) and the fluorescent probe 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-phosphoethanolamine-N-[lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl] (Rh-DPPE) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Cholesterol and dchol (3β-hydroxy-5α-cholestan) were purchased from Sigma Chemicals (St. Louis, MO). The lipids were dissolved in chloroform:methanol (3:1 v/v) or in pure chloroform and mixed in the desired molar proportions for a final concentration of 1 mM. Organic solvents were HPLC grade, purchased from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI).

The fluorescence quenching experiments used a subphase of nanopure water. For all other experiments, the subphase was a buffer at pH 7.0 containing 10 mM Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, and 1.5 mM CaCl2 (HSC). All buffer salts were of highest purity (SigmaUltra, Sigma Chemicals). For the quenching experiments, the stock solutions of CoCl2 (SigmaUltra) had concentrations of 1.7–2 M and pH 7.0. All experiments used water (resistivity >18.0 MΩ, pH 5.6) from a Barnstead (Dubuque, IA) nanopure filtration system.

Methods

Compression isotherms

π-A isotherms of lipid monolayers were measured in a custom-built Teflon trough (maximum area of 532 cm²) with a continuous vertical Teflon ribbon from Labcon (Darlington, UK) to contain the film. Solutions were spread to an initial surface pressure no greater than 0.3 mN/m. Before compression, 10 min were allowed for solvent evaporation. Films were compressed and expanded at rates of 1–2 Å²/molecule × minute. The temperature of the subphase was maintained at 20°C by pumping water through the base of the trough. Active electronic vibration isolation tables (MOD 2, Nanofil Technologie, Göttingen, Germany) supported the trough, as well as the microscopes described below.

Brewster angle microscopy

A home-built Brewster angle microscope (Schief et al., 2000a) was used to examine monolayers that contained no added fluorescent probes unless otherwise noted. Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) derives contrast within a film from differences in reflectivity to p-polarized light incident at Brewster’s angle for the clean air-water interface (Hénon and Meunier, 1991; Höning and Möbius, 1991, Meunier, 2000).

We have previously analyzed BAM grayscales from lipid monolayers to provide quantitative information on the relative optical thicknesses of different monolayer phases, and the changes in optical thickness with surface pressure (Discher et al., 1999b; Piknova et al., 2001). In the studies reported here, the disks formed by the collapse of CLSE and DPPC/dchol were so highly reflective that they saturated the camera if the analyzer was set to p-polarization. We therefore developed a method to extend the dynamic range of the BAM grayscale in a quantitative manner. The extended grayscale extrapolated values measured at a series of analyzer orientations to obtain the grayscale at p-polarization. In general, the BAM grayscale of an optically isotropic object will vary with the analyzer angle α according to

\[ g(\alpha) = g_0 + g_p \cos^2(\alpha - \alpha_p), \]

where \( \alpha_p \) is the absolute position of p-polarization on the analyzer rotation stage, \( g_0 \) is the fixed arbitrary black level (set manually on the camera control unit), and \( g_p \) is the component of the grayscale that is proportional to the reflectivity at p-polarization. We refer to \( g_p \) as the “extended” BAM grayscale at p-polarization, because \( g_p = g(\alpha_p) - g_0 \). When fit to Eq. 1, measurements of \( g(\alpha) \) for the monolayer provided values of \( g_0 \) and \( \alpha_p \). These constants were then used in Eq. 1 to fit measurements for disks and double disks and to obtain values of \( g_p \) for those structures.

Fluorescence microscopy

We examined films that contained 0.3 mol % of the fluorescent probe Rh-DPPE with fluorescence microscopy (FM). Contrast is derived from the probe’s different solubility in different regions of the film. The large rhodamine chromophore attached to the headgroup of the Rh-DPPE lowers the solubility of the probe in condensed phases (Von Tscharner and McConnell, 1981; Löschke et al., 1983; Peters and Beck, 1983). A Nikon epifluorescence microscope with an extra-long working distance objective (BAM), light scattering microscopy (LSM), and fluorescence microscopy (FM) to investigate the mechanism by which monolayers of calf lung surfactant extract (CLSE) collapse from the air-water interface. To corroborate our findings and to control for the effects of possible impurities in the biological sample, we then also examined synthetic mixtures of the major surfactant component, DPPC, and an analog of cholesterol, dihydrocholesterol (dchol). We document the similarity of structures formed from the native and model mixtures, the nucleation and growth of the collapsed three-dimensional phase during compression, and its dissolution during expansion. We also characterize the structure, size, and position of the collapsed structures with respect to the monolayer, and provide information on their motion and interactions.

Fluorescence quenching experiments

To determine the vertical location of the disks with respect to the monolayer, we added CoCl2 as an aqueous quencher to the subphase below monolayers labeled with fluorescent lipids. In each experiment, CoCl2 was titrated into the subphase after the monolayer was compressed across the plateau to produce fluorescent disks. The total duration of each experiment was several hours. Experiments with CLSE, but not with DPPC/dchol, required intermittent compression during that time to maintain surface pressure constant. This additional compression decreased area by no more than 10%.

The quenching experiments used monolayers of CLSE and of DPPC/dchol 60/40 (mol:mol). For DPPC with 40% dchol, a subphase of plain water optimized the electrostatic interaction between the negatively charged
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fluorescent probe and the positively charged cobalt ion. For CLSE, which contains anionic lipids, the experiment was performed on HSC, the usual calcium-containing buffer. With CLSE and for DPPC with 25% and 30% dchol, we consistently observed a decrease in the monolayer fluorescence as disks were produced by compression across the plateau. This decrease could be due either to self-quenching of the probe within the monolayer, or to repartitioning of the probe into the disks. Therefore, in the CLSE quenching experiment, the monolayer was compressed far enough onto the plateau to visualize the disks in FM, but not so far that the monolayer fluorescence dropped significantly.

**Light scattering microscopy**

The nucleation and growth of new phases in CLSE were studied using light scattering microscopy. Light from the BAM laser that scattered about the surface normal was collected by the same objective and CCD camera used in FM. Different filters placed in front of the CCD camera distinguished scattering from fluorescence. Rhodamine and FITC filters selected fluorescent and scattered light, respectively. Omission of any filter provided a composite contrast of FM and LSM.

The LSM employed here differed from one described by our group previously (Schief et al., 2000a,b) by the omission of an intensifier used in prior experiments to amplify the signal from the CCD camera. The sensitivity in the current studies was therefore lower by a factor of \(10^4\). The boundaries between condensed domains and the surrounding liquid-expanded (LE) phase in DPPC monolayers, observed previously with LSM (Schief et al., 2000a), were not detected without the intensifier. The collapsed structures, however, were clearly evident.

**RESULTS**

**Disks formed from CLSE and CLSE/cholesterol 80/20 (mol/mol)**

Compression of monolayers containing CLSE produced \(\pi\)-\(A\) isotherms that rose smoothly to a plateau of relatively constant surface pressure (Fig. 1). Before reaching the plateau, FM demonstrated the previously described nonfluorescent domains and surrounding bright phase (Fig. 2 A). With the addition of scattering contrast, the monolayer appearance was similar (Fig. 2 B), except for a few bright individual scattering centers, apparent even in the absence of a monolayer, that correspond to nonlipid impurities detected regularly with LSM (Schief et al., 2000a).

At the onset of the plateau, new point scatterers emerged suddenly within the fluorescent phase (Fig. 2 D). These nuclei were undetectable by FM alone (Fig. 2 C). Further compression produced more scattering nuclei, and the fluorescent monolayer phase filled with point scatterers (Fig. 2 F), which then became detectable by FM (Fig. 2 E). With continued compression across the plateau, the nuclei grew into brightly fluorescent and strongly scattering disks with diameter \(\sim 1 \mu m\) (Fig. 2 G and H). The plateau in the isotherm therefore corresponds to the nucleation and growth of a new phase that forms only from LE regions of the monolayer, that is sufficiently distinct in thickness from the monolayer to scatter light, and that is sufficiently disordered to accommodate a lipid probe that has a low solubility in condensed phases.

**Structures collapsed from DPPC/dchol mixtures**

To gain additional information about the properties of the disks and the process by which they form, we developed a synthetic, compositionally simpler model system that would produce large disks. Based on the ability of added cholesterol to enlarge the disks from CLSE, we determined whether binary films of DPPC with various amounts of dchol would also collapse to form larger disks. We used dchol because of its greater stability than cholesterol and to avoid problems with oxidation at the air/water interface (Benvegnu and McConnell, 1993).

The compression isotherms for DPPC/dchol mixtures again contained plateaus consistent with collapse. In experiments with 80 and 100 mol % dchol, BAM showed that the collapsed structures were optically anisotropic crystals rather than disks (Fig. 5, J–O). For both mixtures, the plateau in the isotherm began with a cusp that suggested an activation
barrier to crystal nucleation. After compression beyond the
cusp, BAM detected only crystallites. The large reflectivity
of the crystals demonstrates that they are three-dimensional.
These findings are consistent with previous reports of crys-
tallization during collapse of mixed DPPC/cholesterol mono-
layers with as low as 66 mol % cholesterol (Worthman et al.,
1997; Lafont et al., 1998).

For mixtures containing 25–60% dchol, compression
across the collapse plateau formed disks that were intensely
fluorescent by FM (Fig. 3) and brightly reflective by BAM
(Fig. 5, A–I). Bright points appeared in BAM at the be-

ingning of the plateau and grew with further compression
into uniformly reflective disks with 10–500 μm diameters.
The lack of any change in BAM contrast during rotation of an
analyzer in the reflected beam indicated that the disks
were optically isotropic, consistent with a fluid phase. Visual
fields imaged with both microscopic methods showed a high
correlation between fluorescence intensity and BAM gray-
scale, both for partially and completely overlapping disks,
and for the disks relative to the monolayer (Figs. 3 and 4).
The fluorescence intensity of disks formed from unmodified
CLSE, which were poorly resolved with the limited lateral
resolution of BAM, was therefore used to judge their
thickness qualitatively.

FIGURE 2 Visualization of the nucleation
and growth of a three-dimensional phase from
compressed monolayers of CLSE. Images were
obtained using fluorescence microscopy (FM)
and/or light scattering microscopy (LSM) (see
Methods). The interface was illuminated with
the BAM laser, which excites the fluorescent
probe. Images A, C, E, and G show micrographs
obtained using FM only (Rhodamine filter).
Images B and D show fluorescence + scattering
(no filter). Images F and H show scattering only
(FITC filter). Images are displayed at the follow-
ing conditions of (surface pressure [mN/
m], molecular area [Å²/phospholipid molecule]:
A and B, (36.6, 59.9); C and D, (42.6, 52.8); E
and F, (44.8, 45.3); G and H, (47.0, 32.1). Scale
bar, 10 μm.
Thickness of disks

BAM grayscale provided a method for determining the thickness of disks relative to the monolayer for the structures collapsed from the DPPC/dchol mixtures and for the CLSE/cholesterol 80/20 (mol/mol). Because the disks were highly reflective, the unattenuated intensity from these structures frequently exceeded the dynamic range of the CCD camera. An extended grayscale was therefore constructed by rotating an analyzer in the reflected beam to reduce intensity in a predictable fashion (Fig. 6A). Attenuated grayscales obtained at the different angles were then extrapolated to obtain the value expected at p-polarization (see Methods).

Grayscale values measured on this extended scale for the clean interface, the monolayer, and overlapping disks were then compared with theoretical predictions based on a simple model. The model assumed that each disk had the refractive index of an individual monolayer and the thickness of an integral number of monolayers. Predicted reflectivities, calculated using Fresnel’s equations extended for a stack of identical layers (Azzam and Bashara, 1977), were converted into grayscale values by identifying the grayscale measured for the buffer with a reflectivity of zero, and the grayscale for the monolayer with the reflectivity of that structure. A similar approach has been used previously to determine the relative thickness of structures collapsed from monolayers containing the liquid-crystal 4'-n-octyl-4-cyanobiphenyl (8CB) (de Mul and Mann, 1998). The isotropic structures observed in our studies, however, removed the requirement for anisotropic dielectric constants and allowed simpler calculations.

The extended grayscales measured for disks fit well with the thickness of three monolayers, consistent with a bilayer stacked on a monolayer (Fig. 6A). For a double disk, the measured grayscale was intermediate between the values predicted for four and five monolayers. Because four layers would require exposure of either hydrophilic phospholipid headgroups to air or hydrophobic acyl chains to water, five monolayers, or two bilayers stacked on a monolayer, should be energetically more favorable (Fig. 6B). We conclude that the disks for both CLSE and DPPC/dchol are bilayers adjacent to the interfacial monolayer, and that the stacked or overlapping disks are multiple bilayers.

Our approach required values for the physical thickness and refractive index of the base monolayer to calculate the grayscale for a multilayer stack. We used 2.5 nm and 1.5 for the thickness and refractive index, respectively. Because the curves were normalized to the grayscale of the monolayer,
the calculated curves were quite insensitive to these assumptions. For stacks of fewer than 10 identical monolayers, with physically reasonable refractive indices (1.4–1.7) and monolayer thicknesses (0.1–3.0 nm), the normalized reflectivity of a stack of identical monolayers varied by $\leq 5\%$.

Several more complicated models for the structure of the disks were also tested. Additional structural features included: 1), water layers of variable thickness (1–3 nm) between opposing headgroup regions; 2), different refractive indices and thicknesses for the headgroup and tail regions (1.4 $\leq n_{\text{head}}$ $< 1.5$, 1.4 $< n_{\text{tail}}$ $< 1.5$, $d_{\text{head}} = 0.7$ nm, and $d_{\text{tail}} = 1.3$ nm); and 3), reduced physical thickness because of interdigitation between opposing tail regions. These features were tested alone and in combinations for disks protruding into the air and into the water. Although in some cases reflectivities predicted by the simplest and more complex models differed for the double disks, values predicted for the single disks were unaffected.

Vertical location of the disks with respect to the monolayer

To address the question of whether the CLSE and DPPC/dchol disks were located above or below the monolayer, or whether some were above and others below (Fig. 7 A), we used a fluorescence quenching experiment. The fluorescent probe (Rh-DPPE) has a fluorophore attached to the polar headgroup. We therefore determined the extent to which the aqueous quencher Co$^{2+}$ (Homan and Eisenberg, 1985; Morris et al., 1985) could alter the fluorescence of the collapsed disks. We assumed that the fluorophores would be inaccessible to quenchers in the subphase only if located in bilayer disks above the monolayer (Fig. 7 A). For disks on the aqueous side of the monolayer, fluorescence from all three layers would fall. For disks above the monolayer, the quencher would affect only the monolayer itself, and when viewed from above, intensity from the disks would fall only to the same extent as the surrounding film.

Quenching experiments were performed separately for CLSE and for DPPC/dchol 60/40 (mol/mol). In each experiment, CoCl$_2$ was titrated into the subphase after the monolayer was compressed across the collapse plateau to produce fluorescent disks. For DPPC/dchol and CLSE, a comparison of FM images taken before the addition of quencher and after equilibration with progressively higher quencher concentrations showed qualitatively that although the fluorescence from both monolayer and disks decreased, the disks remained brighter (Fig. 7 B). Quantitative analysis showed that the intensity of the monolayer and the disks decreased in parallel with added quencher (Fig. 7 C). The decreased fluorescence in both cases could then be explained by quenching restricted to the monolayer.

In a control experiment, the DPPC/dchol monolayer was exposed to the fluorescence lamp continuously for 4 h, well beyond the total exposure of less than an hour used in the quenching experiments. Quantitative analysis of fluorescence intensities from the control experiment showed no decrease in intensity for the monolayer or the disks over the duration of the experiment (Fig. 7 C). The control experiment excluded systematic causes for the decreasing intensity measured in the presence of quencher such as bleaching, a drop in lamp intensity, or drift of camera gain or offset. The disks were therefore inaccessible to aqueous quencher, consistent with their location above the monolayer.

We also verified with LSM, which visualized the disks by light scattered from their edges (Schief et al., 2000a), that no completely quenched disks were present at the interface. All disks visible in LSM were also visible in FM (data not shown). Neither fluorescent disks nor particles were detected floating beneath the monolayer during compression across the high-pressure plateaus of fluorescently labeled CLSE or DPPC/dchol monolayers. A few fluorescent particles were detected in the subphase during expansion of CLSE monolayers after disk formation, indicating that some of the disks in CLSE may form underneath the monolayer. Our results, however, generally fit better with disks that reside above the monolayer.

Dynamics of disk formation

Several experiments provided insight into the dynamic
processes of collapse. First, we found that nucleation of individual disks could proceed as a sudden, rapid event, and that disks did not all nucleate simultaneously at the onset of collapse. During compression across the plateau, we observed several times the sudden emergence of a disk tens of microns in diameter surrounded by previously nucleated disks. The nucleation sites within the monolayer appeared to be randomly distributed. Fig. 8 shows the time sequence of one such sudden nucleation event. The new disk grew to a diameter of roughly 5 mm within <5 s. Individual micrographs also tended to include disks with a broad range of sizes, consistent with structures that grew after nucleation that occurred progressively rather than simultaneously at a single point in time (Figs. 3–5).

Dynamics of disk fusion

Once formed, the disks were generally stable, and fusion between disks was rare. Disks were more likely to form multiple bilayers stacked on top of each other than larger single-bilayer disks. A variety of stacking scenarios occurred, including small disks completely overlapping larger disks (Fig. 4 B), concentric bilayer stacks of equal diameters (Fig. 3, E and F; Fig. 5 E), and single bilayer disks that partially overlapped (Fig. 4 C). Two or more disks also often attached without fusing, forming an assembly or chain of disks (Fig. 3, A and B for CLSE/cholesterol; Fig. 3, C and D, for DPPC/dchol). Several such chains remained stable without fusing for 10 min or more. Fusion occurred occasionally. Fig. 9 shows two adjacent disks in a sample of DPPC/dchol that were followed for approximately 2 min before fusion by tracking the disks with the FM objective. Once fusion began, the two disks fused completely within 1.3 s into a single large disk.

Dynamics of stacking and bending of multibilayer disks

Further experiments that tracked individual structures in the moving monolayer demonstrated details of the dynamic processes involved in collapse. Additional layers often grew from a disk through a brightly fluorescent spot (Fig. 10 A). The increased brightness of the spot relative to the other disks suggested greater thickness. A time series recorded during monolayer compression showed the growth of a second layer, indicated by the brighter fluorescence than for the original disk, on a disk from this thicker spot (Fig. 10,
Throughout the compression, the intensely fluorescent spot from which the second disk emerged remained remarkably bright and fixed on the edge of the large disk without movement along its perimeter. The smaller disk appeared to rotate around the spot (Fig. 10, D and E). These observations suggest that the growth of the second disk resulted from flow of material through the spot. When the smaller disk grew beyond the edge of the larger one, it bent over that edge (Fig. 10, C, D, and F), leaving part of the smaller disk with the same fluorescence intensity as the larger one. The large disk then fused with that portion of the smaller one (Fig. 10, G–I). Both disks, presumably driven by line tension, then rearranged into circular forms.

Dynamics of disk reinsertion

Collapse of DPPC/dchol mixtures to form disks was reversible. On expansion, the disks shrank either from interior holes (Fig. 11) or from a point on the disk’s edge (Fig. 12). A time sequence of a single disk reincorporating into the monolayer showed that the disk could deflate from a single bright point on its edge (Fig. 12), suggesting movement of constituents through a connection to the underlying monolayer. With the slow expansion rates of 1–2 Å²/(molecule × minute) employed in these studies, ~90% of the material in DPPC/dchol disks reincorporated into the monolayer above surface pressures of ~30 mN/m. If expanded to zero surface pressure, the remaining material (<10%) generally reinserted into the film.

Expansion of CLSE showed behavior similar to DPPC/dchol. The fluorescent disks and aggregate structures shrank and became dimmer (Fig. 13, A and B), completely disappearing in FM at ~30 mN/m (Fig. 13 C). LSM confirmed that the number of scatterers decreased significantly with expansion to 30 mN/m, although some persisted to zero surface pressure before disappearing (Fig. 13 D).

Although microscopy demonstrated that the two-to-three dimensional phase transition could be completely reversed, the π-A isotherms for both CLSE and DPPC/dchol during both expansion and recompression showed significant hysteresis (not shown). The virtually complete reinsertion of the disks into the monolayer indicated that collapse of material into these structures could not explain the hysteresis. An alternative explanation for hysteresis is that lipid molecules may deposit onto the Teflon ribbon barrier of the Langmuir trough. Film leakage or creep onto Teflon barriers occurs at low surface tensions and has been documented previously using radioactively labeled phospholipids (Goerke and Gonzales, 1981). The isotherm plateau itself is not an artifact of leakage. Slow compression of CLSE monolayers on the continuous interface of a leak-proof captive bubble confirms the existence of a long plateau at ~46 mN/m (Crane...
FIGURE 7 Fluorescence quenching of monolayer and collapsed disks. (A) Concept of experiment. If the bilayer disks rest above the monolayer, the fluorescent headgroups in the disks will be inaccessible to the quenching cobalt ions in the aqueous subphase. If the disks are attached beneath the monolayer, their structure would be inverted, with the polar headgroups exposed to the subphase and quenched by the cobalt. Fluorescence from the monolayer in both cases should be quenched. (B) FM images of monolayer and disks recorded at increasing concentrations of CoCl₂ for DPPC/dchol 60/40 (mol/mol) at 52 mN/m (left column) and for CLSE at 47 mN/m (right column). Images are labeled with quencher concentration. The subphase contained HSC for CLSE and water for DPPC/dchol. Scale bar is 25 μm in both columns. (C) Fluorescence intensities for monolayer and disks plotted versus quencher subphase concentration (solid lines, bottom axis) for both CLSE and DPPC/dchol 60/40 (mol/mol). Also shown are the intensities of monolayer and disks for DPPC/dchol 60/40 plotted versus time (dashed line, top axis) in the absence of quencher.
and Hall, 2001), consistent with the collapsed structures observed microscopically here.

**DISCUSSION**

**Structures collapsed from pulmonary surfactant**

The most remarkable aspect of pulmonary surfactant’s behavior in situ is its ability to avoid collapse for prolonged periods at surface pressures well above the equilibrium spreading pressure (Horie and Hildebrandt, 1971; Schürch, 1982). The microscopic studies reported here demonstrate the three-dimensional structures that coexist in vitro with the two-dimensional film. They establish mechanisms by which collapse occurs during quasi-equilibrium compressions, and provide the basis for understanding the process that must be circumvented in situ. Prior reports have demonstrated a variety of structures that monolayers can form when they collapse. Simple model systems of pulmonary surfactant have shown two structures in particular that depend on the conditions under which the films are compressed. Films can buckle and form folds that extend far into the subphase, or they can bud to form disks (Gopal and Lee, 2001). Factors that favor more fluid structures, such as higher temperatures, promote the formation of disks. We show here that at subphysiological temperatures, the complete biological mixture collapses to form disks. Higher temperatures would presumably accentuate that tendency. We conclude that the formation of disks represents the mode of collapse relevant to the native mix of surfactant constituents.

DPPC/dchol replicates the collapse of the surfactant extracts in several respects. When overcompressed, films containing DPPC/dchol or CLSE both form disks that have the thickness of two monolayers, and that appear inaccessible to quencher in the aqueous phase, consistent with their
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**FIGURE 8** FM time series of disk nucleation in DPPC/dchol 75/25 (mol/mol). Images were recorded at the times after the initial micrograph indicated on each image. Scale bar, 10 μm.

![FIGURE 9](image2.png)

**FIGURE 9** Fusion of disks collapsed from DPPC/dchol 60/40 (mol/mol) monolayers. Fluorescence micrographs show a temporal sequence obtained after tracking two adjacent disks for ~2 min. Similar events were observed without prior extended exposure to the fluorescence lamp. Pairs or groups of adjacent disks more commonly failed to fuse during tracking for more than 10 min. Scale bar, 25 μm.
location above the monolayer. In both cases, further compression of the films produces additional disks stacked on the initial structures well before they grow to confluence. The disks that collapse from both films attach to form chains but rarely fuse. They also reincorporate into the expanding monolayer. Although some experiments concerning the details of these processes benefited from the larger disks generated from CLSE with added cholesterol, these similar behaviors occurred for DPPC/dchol and for the unaltered surfactant extracts. DPPC/dchol mixtures therefore provide an appropriate model system for studying the mechanisms by which surfactant monolayers collapse.

**Liquid-crystalline collapse**

Several compounds that form smectic liquid-crystal bulk phases collapse from monolayers into structures similar to the ones observed here. 8CB, the compound studied in most detail (Xue et al., 1992; de Mul and Mann, 1994; Friedenberg et al., 1994; Fang et al., 1997), also forms bilayer disks (de Mul and Mann, 1998), the behavior of which shows many of the same distinct features shown for CLSE and DPPC/dchol. The disks pack into close proximity but rarely fuse (Friedenberg et al., 1994). Their circular shape, optical isotropy, and rapid reconfiguration all indicate a fluid structure (de Mul and Mann, 1994; Friedenberg et al., 1994). The disks stack into multiple layers before forming a single confluent layer (de Mul and Mann, 1994), and frequently reinsert into an expanding film from the center of the disk, resulting in central holes (Friedenberg et al., 1994). Hydrated phospholipids themselves are liquid-crystals, and in these multiple respects, their behavior resembles that of at least some other compounds that form smectic bulk phases.

A key aspect of this form of collapse is that the monolayer flows continuously into the collapsed phase. This movement through a connecting structure has been proposed previously...
(de Mul and Mann, 1994), but the demonstration of distinct stalks from which the disks grow in our studies provides perhaps the most conclusive evidence. This process then differs at least in detail from the mechanism considered previously for compounds that collapse to form bulk liquids or crystals. For those cases, monolayers collapse by nucleation of a bulk phase that grows by diffusion of individual constituents across the boundary between the two- and three-dimensional phases (Smith and Berg, 1980). Specific models have considered the kinetics by which additional constituents add to the base or edge of a collapsed lens, a hemispherical droplet, or a cylindrical disk (Vollhardt and Retter, 1991). Our results indicate that these models represent a process different from the collapse of pulmonary surfactant.

Prior reports with compounds such as 8CB have suggested that the collapsed disks formed above the monolayer, away from the aqueous subphase (Xue et al., 1992; de Mul and Mann, 1994; Friedenberg et al., 1994; Fang et al., 1997). For the systems studied here, the fluorescence quenching experiments strongly support that direction of collapse. The behavior of these disks differs from a number of systems that collapse by forming folds which extend hundreds of microns into the aqueous phase (Lipp et al., 1998; Gopal and Lee, 2001). Our interpretation does assume that fluorescent lipids labeled at the headgroup would be inaccessible to aqueous quenchers only if located above the monolayers. For a bilayer disk formed below the monolayer, we assume that cobalt added after collapse would penetrate the gap between monolayer and disk and eliminate fluorescence from lipid probe located there. Given the limits of close approach for two bilayers (Rand and Parsegian, 1989; McIntosh and Simon, 1994; Israelachvili and Wennerstrom, 1996) and the evidence that divalent cations can penetrate that separation (McIntosh et al., 1990), this assumption seems eminently reasonable.

The behavior of the disks emphasizes a factor inherent in their mechanism of collapse. The sliding of disks along the monolayer introduces a frictional resistance to growth of the multilayered phase that would be absent during the diffusion of individual constituents into a collapsed liquid droplet or crystal. Such a resistance to movement could contribute both to the low frequency with which adjacent disks fuse, and to the stacking of disks rather than growth of a single layer to confluence. Our results indicate that friction is not a major limitation of fusion. On the rare occasions when fusion occurs, reconfiguration into a new circular shape is rapid. For the stacking of disks, that process represents a balance between the relative energetics of extending an initial disk as opposed to the growth of smaller superimposed structures. The frequency with which stacked disks occur indicate that these processes quickly become energetically similar. Friction, along with factors such as line tension, could be a significant determinant of that balance, and of the manner in which collapse progresses.

**Role of cholesterol**

The effect of dchol on DPPC monolayers is dramatic. DPPC by itself reaches and sustains surface pressures approaching 70 mN/m. Buds form from the monolayer at lower surface pressures, but although they become more numerous at higher pressures, they fail to extend laterally into the fully collapsed bilayer disks (Schief et al., 2000a). Cholesterol increases the intrinsic curvature and lowers the bending
energy of phospholipid structures (Chen and Rand, 1997). Formation of collapsed disks requires that the monolayer bends, and we presume that the extension of nascent buds, which form in DPPC alone, into bilayer disks results from dchol’s effect on bending energy. The lower surface pressure at which collapse occurs with higher dchol content would reflect the same effect.

The tendency of cholesterol to facilitate collapse, demonstrated here and previously (Hildebran et al., 1979; Notter et al., 1980), should have physiological consequences. Cholesterol is the constituent of pulmonary surfactant for which it is best established that physiological factors produce a variation of levels. Swimming rats (Orgeig et al., 1995) and cold lizards (Daniels et al., 1990) both increase the relative amounts of cholesterol in their surfactant. The benefits of these changes have been explained in terms of alterations in the spreading of adsorbed material. Cholesterol tends to disrupt solid structures, whether gel phase in bilayers or the condensed phase in monolayers, that might occur in phospholipid mixtures rich in constituents such as DPPC that melt above body temperature. The more fluid structures that result from cholesterol’s effects may adsorb more rapidly. Our results reinforce, however, the previous finding that better spreading should come at the cost of a greater tendency to collapse.

Compositional implications

The mechanism of collapse illustrated here has specific implications concerning the composition of the material excluded from the film, and for the function of pulmonary surfactant. The flow of an intact monolayer into the third dimension should carry with it all constituents in the local region where collapse occurs. The composition of the excluded material should then equal that of the monolayer phase from which it is formed. The behavior of the different DPPC/dchol mixtures is consistent with that hypothesis. Films containing only dchol collapse to form crystals, and at a much lower surface pressure than DPPC alone. If constituents collapsed from the mixed film individually, then material excluded from all of the DPPC/dchol monolayers should form similar crystals. The disks observed with ≤60% dchol and the crystals seen with 80% dchol, which are distinct from the structures formed by pure dchol, indicate that the more fluid constituent is not excluded as a single component, and fit with flow of the intact monolayer into the collapsed disks.

These results place specific constraints on how the composition of pulmonary surfactant can change in the lung. The classical model of surfactant function contends that only a condensed film can replicate the prolonged metastability at high surface pressures observed in situ (Clements, 1977; Bangham et al., 1979). Because DPPC is the only surfactant constituent that at physiological temperatures forms the condensed phase in single component monolayers, the classical model also holds that relative to the material secreted by the type II pneumocyte, the functional film in the lung must be greatly enriched in DPPC (Clements, 1977; Bangham et al., 1979). The mechanism originally proposed to explain this refinement was selective exclusion, or squeeze-out, of constituents other than DPPC at the equilibrium spreading pressure (Watkins, 1968; Clements, 1977; Bangham et al., 1979). Liquid-crystalline collapse, in which all constituents of a region flow together from the monolayer, ties selective exclusion directly to phase behavior. The proposed enrichment in DPPC would occur only to the extent that DPPC and...
the other constituents segregate into different phases that have different stabilities.

Although surfactant films satisfy some of these requirements, our results here and elsewhere generally disagree with the model. Separate phases can coexist in films containing partial (Discher et al., 1999a,b; Piknova et al., 2001) or complete (Discher et al., 1996; Nag et al., 1998) extracts of pulmonary surfactant. For the complete set of phospholipids purified from CLSE, the condensed phase contains essentially pure DPPC, with the other compounds restricted to the surrounding film (Discher et al., 1999). The similar microscopic characteristics by FM and BAM of the condensed phase for CLSE suggests a similar composition. Our results here also show the required differential stability between the two phases, with collapse occurring only from the LE phase. At 37°C, however, the extent of phase separation is minimal (Discher et al., 1996). For CLSE, the condensed phase at 45 mN/m occupies, at most, a few percent of the interfacial area (Discher et al., 1996). Even if the condensed phase contains only DPPC, most of that compound must reside in the surrounding film. The collapse of surfactant constituents collectively rather than individually therefore complements the prior studies to argue that any compositional refinement by selective exclusion must be quite limited.

SUMMARY

Our results suggest that of the multiple structures which different monolayers form when supercompressed, pulmonary surfactant collapses by the same mechanism as other compounds that form smectic liquid-crystal bulk phases. Binary mixtures of DPPC/dchol replicate this form of collapse in multiple respects, and provide a simple model system for studying this process. The continuous flow of the monolayer into collapsed disks provides specific constraints that may contribute to understanding how pulmonary surfactant avoids collapse in the small air spaces of the lungs.
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